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; E’OR COOLING IN 9!HN EACA.B-TYPE COWLING
a .

By John V. Becker gad Axel T. Mattson .

.-

SUMNARY

Tests of a l/3-Bcale model of an 19ACA E-type cowling
were made in the 8-foot htgh-speed tunnel for the purpose
of determining the effect of the gap between the skirt of
the hollow spinner and the oowling proper on the pressures
available for cooling. It was found that even a large gap
(0.096 in. on the model) had no appreciable effect on the
available cooling Fressures.

The MAC.% type-E cowllag has a hollow spin~er through
which the engtne cooling air is admitted. The propeller
hub and blade shanks are covered by an inner spinner and
falrings that also serve to provide blower action for the
ground and climb cooling conditions. A principal charac-
teristic of the cowling is its external shape, whioh per-
mits the attainment of very high critical compressibility
speeds, provided an inlet velocity of 0.4 free stream ve–
locity or greater is maintained. The external linee of
the cowling were obtained from nose shape B of reference
1. Models of this type of cowling were designed and
teste~ in the investigations de?cribed in references 2
and 30 A photograph showing the general errangoment of
the E-cowling spinner employed in the present tests: is
shown In fi~e 1.

.

.

Two generaz methods havb been suggested for design-
ing the spinaer-body gap for the E cowling. In one method
the gap is made very small and the flow yassage is re-
stricted by seals or labyrinths In order to reduce the air
flow to a minimum. This design obviously presents manu-
facturing difficulties and the flow restrictions cause
energy losses in the gap flow. In the seoond method the
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gap is designed as an aerodynamically efficient air out-
let, shaped to make both the internal ahd external flow
losses at the gap as small as possible. As no attempt Is
made to keep the gap size very small and no restrictions
-e placed in the path of the flow, this design is simple
to manufacture. This second arrangement, however, has
been questioned on the grounds that the presence of a
relatively large unobstructed gap might adversely affect
the pressures available for cooling in the main. body of
flow. The present investigation was therefore undertaken
to determine the effect of gap size on the available
cooling pressures.

?he effects of gaps of two sises on tho pressures
available for cooling wero moasurod. For com~arison the
pressures available with gap sealed were also detormlned.
The data are analyzed and discussed in some detail with
the intention of clearing up several misconceptions that
have existed regarding tho effects of the ga>.

sy!030Ls .

A area

H total pressuro

AH loss in total pre~sure across Spinner

v velocity of air stream

n propeller rotational syeod

D propellor diameter

P air density

q dynamic prossuro
(

1 a~:~pv
)

CT thrust coofficiont (Wwk)”
\pn%)4 )

9- flow quantity

Subscripts:

o,l,a stations In flow systeu shown in figure 2

% condition with gap opon

s condition with gap sealed
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l’igure 2 represents the streamlines of tbo flow
entering tho cowling for the gap-open and g’ap-sealed
conditions Inasmuch as the flow quantity required for
engino cooling is tho same for each oaso, the stroam-
tube area (A. on fig. 2) far ahead of the. cowling cor-
responding only to tho coolin~air flow must be the samo
for each gap condition. It is shown In reference 4 that
the pressure built up at station 2 in front of the engtne
depends solely on the ratio ~o l~a for a given flight
speed and diffuser loss. In the case of the present
*eOtO, this raisio is constant for all gap openings and
the pressures available at station 2 will thus be the
same regardless of gap size. Any effect of the gap on
the preemre at station 2 must therefore arise from one
of the following secondary considerations, which were
neglected In the tests of reference 4.

1. The total flow quantity in the spinner is greater
for the gap-open case because of the flow through the gap.
The skin–friction and d.lffuser losses within the spinner
will thus be somewhat greater with tho gap open.

2. Tho suction of air through the gap could conceiv-
ably improvo the diffuser efficiency of the spinner
through a favorable boundar~layor control action.

The increased spinner-diffuser loss with the gap
open (item 1) can be evaluated on the assumption that the
spinner 10SSOS vary as the squaro of the flow quantity,
That is,

AHg = AHs
(

Qg ]=
x)

(1)

Effects due to suotlon of the bouxuiary layer through
the gap (Item 2) can bo ovaluatod only by experimental
methods. “

It is clear from the foregoing discussion that aqy
adverse effect of the spinner gap on the available cool-
ing preesuros will be restricted to an increase in.the
ekin—friction or separation losses in tho spinner Itself,
Becauso tho quantity of air passing through the gap is
small in relation to the total flow, and because tho skin-
frictloa and. separation losses in tho spinner are usually

. --- ——.— . .
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also S=all$ any aaverse effect of the gap will obviously
be very slight. .

.

gh’e model “employed in the. tests waa dosi&ed for pre-
liminary testing of propellers at high forward spoed8. In
order that the propeller thrust at very high speeds he
accurately measured, it was roquirod that the body drag be
low. As the critical spee~s of conventional cowling forms
are considerably below the maximum test speeds attainable,
it was neces8ary to employ an E-tyZe cowling. The interior
design of the cowling was governed by the model propeller- ■

hub dimensions and the motor installation. 10 attempt was
made to simulate an air-cooled engine installation or to
eecure high effioisac~ for the internal flow. The blade-
shank fairings, for e=amyle, were not streamline sections
but terminated at the rear of the spinner where their
thickness vas ~ inches. Yigure 3 shovs the general

The external linesarrangement of the model an~ spfnne~.
of the model were sintlar to the basic fuselage shape of
the nodel tested In reference 2“. Z?he bulge on the bottom
of the cowling shown in figure 3 represent additional
space for aucti~g auxiliary air underneath the engine$ a“s
explained In reference 2.

!l!hetests consisted OS the measurement of pressures
In a eurvay plame 1 Inch behind the spinner. A lo-tube
rake of etatic- and total-pressure tubes w.ae enployed.
!Cests were made with the gap sealed, vith a 0.03+inch
gap, and.with a 0.09S-inch gap. Runs were made with the
sFinmor ~oth statio~ary and rotating at a v /?lll of 1.66
(based on the propeller diameter, 4 ft ). In the runs with
the spinner rotating, the g~p-sealed condition was attained
through the use of a lubricated leather seal. Add itiOlmId
data pertinent to the ga~ tests are tabulated as follows:

.

l!est speed, V,miles per hour... . . . . . . . . ~25 : “
Dyn~ic press~”e s qy Po-as por square foot . .“ . . .39.7
V/nD for rotatin~spinner rune . . . . . . . . . . 1.66
Propolle= diaaeter, i), feet . . . . . . . . . . . .
Inlet veloctt~ ratio, v~/v . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.8:
Inlet eroa, Al, squaro feet . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.367
Duct area-at survey plane, square Scot . . . . . . 0.557
AH/q. (for V/nD=l.66) . . . . . . . . . . . ...0.10

.

...— —— .—- ..~. ... . ---. —~—. -----.y :.;-.~:v.:::--~ :
““s .1.-. .“. - :=.e-..- ..-:: .. .. .’ - . -_ - . ., . . . . . . .- ..#=.=.y.>”+*..... >. :. .-~.. - , ,4 ..-.
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The V/nD of 1,66 for the rotating-spinner runs
corresponds to the climb flight condition in which the
spinner blades produce an appreciable thrust and thereby
increase the duet -pressure at the gap. The value of
CT (= thrust/pnaD4) for the spinner was 0.”0016 based
on the 4-foot propeller diameter.

In the run with. operating propeller, the increased
pressure behind the propeller (due to the high thrust
coefficient at which It was operating) reduced the amount
of air flowing through the internal system. Thus, as
indicated by equation (1), the spinner diffuser loss was

. correspondingly less than in previous runs. In order
that a direct comparison with the other data could be
made, the data with propeller operating were correoted
b~ equation (1) to the same flow rate SS the rate with-
out propeller, The flow quantities were determined from
duct-velocity data computed from the rake survey measure-
ment39

A further correction was required for the propeller
run because of the chaage In the angle of the flow
impinging on the tubes of the survey rake. Owing to
the reduced axial aom$onent of the duct velocity, the
twist of the air leaving the blower was greater for the
propeller run than for the runs without the propeller. ●

This Increased angularity affected the reading of both
the total- and static-pressure tubes. The angle change
was oomputed from the blower torque and the correspond-
ing pressures were corrected by the use of calibration
data for the tubes.

2!here was virtually no variation in the flow quan-
tity paeslng. through the cooling ducts for the several
gap arrangements, and no corrections were required for
any of the data except in the propeller run- .

TEST R~SUL!CS

The results are presented in tablo I as increments
of the avarage total pressure at the survey plane. A
positive i.ncremant Indicates that the total pressure was .
greatsr with the gap open than with It closed. !llableI
shows that~ for constant-flow quantity through the cooling-
alr duct, the net effect of the
slightly the pressure available
opposite effect might have been

----.-. .. .. ...

gap was to Increase
for caoling. Just the
predicted In view of the

...... . --------. . .-.--..... .. .-_ .
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fact that, with constant cooling-air flow, the flow quan-
tity through the spinner ita greater with the gap ,opon
than with the gap closed. It is clear that the flow
through the gap must hava a beneficial effect on the dif- .
fuser efficiency of the spinner which m.ore’than nullifies
the Increased akin-friction lessee.

For the purpose of evaluating this favorable boundary-
la~er-control effect, tha pressure-loss data were cqrrected
to the condition of constant flow quantity through the
spinner rather than through the ccoling-alr. ducts. Equa- “
tion (1) was used to accomplish this correction. !Che.
data so corrected should indicate the magnitudo of the
boundar~-layer-control effect since, with constant~flow’
quantity in the spinner, tha 8kin-firation and separation
losses are identical for all gap conditions except for
the suction action df the gaps. These results ~re also
shown in table I. With the largast gap, the favorable
effect amounts to about 25 percent of the over-all loss
In total pressure through the spinner (AH = O.10q). This
effect is great enough to warrant further investigattonc
In & spinner with largar area exp”ansioa ratios and larger
diffuser losses, pr~portionately larger gains from the
gap might be possible.

GAP DESIGH

Both the analytical considerations and the test
results make it evident that there Is no necessity fcr
making the gap size very small. A gap l/4-inch wide,
full scale, can hava no appreciable a~verse effect and
may have a slightly faTorable effect. ,

The gap should ba made so thzt the air may POSS
through it with a minimum of lost energy. An attempt
to aline the outlet flow with tha external-flow lines
over the spinner should be made a3d the cowling lines
near the gap should be slightly undercut below tha basic
contour in order to prevant R l~cml pew in the pressure-
dlstribution curve. Figure 4 sh~-s a sketch of a sug-
gested satisfactory gap shape.

When the s:zlnner is being designad, the flow quan-
tity vill determine the inlet-area and blade-fairing
details. It is obvious that the design flow quantity
should he the sum of the air requirement of the engine
and the flow through tho gap.

.
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The following oonclisions are based on a con.s.erva-
tive appraisal ~f the analye18 and the toa$ data!

. 1. The pressures ~vailable for cooling in the EACA
E-type cowling cnnnot be adversely affected by the .
spinner-body gap except in that the skin-frlotlon and
separation losses In the spinner may be augmented by the
increased flow rate In the spinnar due to the presence
of the gap.

2. lTo attempt naed be made to mak’e tha gag sise very
small. A gap 0..096 inch wide on the model tested (about
1/4 izl.” full scale) had a slightly favorable effect on
the available cooling pressures. .

3. The gap tahould be designed to provide a flow
passage of minimum aerodynamic loafs. The ~oinlng of the
Internal and external flows should be effeoted without
disturbing the oxtarn~,l fl~w; that is, tha cowling con-
tour should ba undercut slightly behind tha g~.p.

Langley Menorial Aor3nautlcal Laboratory,
Natloaal Advis3ry Committeo’fcr Aoroaautlcs,

L?.ngley rield, Vn. ,
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TABLE I

“I19CEEMEHTS Ill TOTAL PR3SSTjRE BEHIND SPINNER

awith propeller.

EIg - H~

Gap size q.
(In.)

Spip~er Otationary Spinner rotating
V/nD = O V/nD = 1.66

Conetant flow quantity through cooling-air duct

Sealed o 0
0.034 .001 .006

096 .006
I

011
a:096 -------------------- 8

.
018 “

1=

Co”nstant flow quantity through spinner

Sealed o
0.034

0
●006 ● 013

●096 ‘ .021
80096

.029
------ ------ ------ -- .035
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Figure l.- NACA E-cowling spinner.



Figs 2,3
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FIGURE 3.- MODEL ARRANGEMENT, SIDEVIEW.
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FiLgure4.- Suggested gap ~rafile.
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